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Create Discovery Hub

To serve innovation teams by providing shared physical and virtual workspaces and access to a variety of relevant customized resources, services and tools.
How Achieve Hub?

• Create collaborative physical spaces
• Furnish with inviting furniture
• Support U community with portals
• Promote current events/initiatives
• Showcase U research and discoveries – Discovery Lane
• Provide student team working spaces

Center for Medical Innovation (CMI)
CMI Support

- Biomedical innovation groups
- SWAT team of librarians assist with evidence review, training & resources
- Provide expertise & support
- Showcase devices and outcomes

Working Spaces
Summary

- Think of librarians as creative coaches
- Let us be integral to innovation teams
- We bring people together and invite you to rediscover the library & all it offers to innovation efforts

-----------------

The Library is becoming a discovery center!

Thanks – Questions?

Thinking Outside of the Box